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Abstract— Salient object detection has undergone a very rapid
development with the blooming of Deep Neural Network (DNN),
which is usually taken as an important preprocessing procedure
in various computer vision tasks. However, the down-sampling
operations, such as pooling and striding, always make the final
predictions blurred at edges, which has seriously degenerated the
performance of salient object detection. In this paper, we propose
a simple yet effective approach, i.e., Hierarchical and Interactive
Refinement Network (HIRN), to preserve the edge structures in
detecting salient objects. In particular, a novel multi-stage and
dual-path network structure is designed to estimate the salient
edges and regions from the low-level and high-level feature maps,
respectively. As a result, the predicted regions will become more
accurate by enhancing the weak responses at edges, while the
predicted edges will become more semantic by suppressing the
false positives in background. Once the salient maps of edges and
regions are obtained at the output layers, a novel edge-guided
inference algorithm is introduced to further filter the resulting
regions along the predicted edges. Extensive experiments on
several benchmark datasets have been conducted, in which the
results show that our method significantly outperforms a variety
of state-of-the-art approaches.
Index Terms— Salient object detection, edge-guided inference,
Hierarchical and Interactive Refinement Network.

I. I NTRODUCTION
ALIENT object detection aims at identifying the visually
interesting object regions in images, which is consistent
with human perception. In practice, it can be viewed as a
fundamental component in many computer vision tasks, such
as image retrieval [1], object tracking [2], action detection [3],
person re-identification [4], image segmentation [5], scene
classification [6], and object recognition [7]. With the blooming of deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), significant
progresses have been achieved in salient object detection,
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Fig. 1. Illustration of some salient object detection results obtained by our
method, in which the first to third rows represent the raw input images,
the estimated salient region results, and the estimated salient edge results,
respectively. From these results, we can see that: (1) The salient regions have
strong responses at edges, and (2) The salient edges are semantic to salient
objects.

in which most of the existing methods try to directly learn a
robust salient mapping function from the raw input images [8]–
[10]. Even though the salient object detection task has attracted
extensive attentions in the past few years, it still remains a
challenging problem due to the large scene variations and
complex background clutters in natural images.
In order to address this problem, a number of methods [11]–
[13] have been extensively studied how to fuse the lowlevel and high-level features by designing different network
structures. For example, the success of U-Net [13] has revealed
that concatenating the low-level and high-level feature maps
together is benefit to detect the salient objects from input
images. What’s more, the hierarchical structures [14]–[16]
have been widely used to refine the intermediate salient masks
in a progressive way. For instance, the recent R3 Net [16]
presents a refinement network to detect salient objects by
leveraging the advantages of residual learning and multi-layer
features. However, these approaches still share a common
drawback that the estimated salient masks are very easily
blurred at edges, due to the down-sampling operations, such as
pooling and striding, in their network structures. As a result,
how to preserve the edge structures has become a critical issue
in solving the salient object detection problem.
To the best of our knowledge, several pioneer works [10],
[17]–[22] have been done to enhance the edge responses
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of salient objects in the past three years. In general, these
approaches usually deal with this problem from the following
two different perspectives. The first line of methods [10], [18],
[19], [21] aim to build different loss functions to preserve
the edge structures of salient objects. The second line of
methods [17], [20] try to design different network structures
to learn the salient maps of edges in the training process.
Because the ground truth of edges can be easily obtained
from the masks of salient objects by using some off-theshelf edge detectors, such as Canny [23] and Laplacian [24],
the edge blurring problem has been effectively alleviated by
learning an edge-preserving salient mapping function from
input images. However, we argue that it is still a dilemma for
these approaches to achieve an ideal balance between accuracy
and efficiency in detecting salient objects. Just as done in
most of the existing methods, they either design a very heavy
network [10] or a very light network [20] to learn the salient
maps of edges and regions in the training process, which is
very hard to keep the efficiency and accuracy at the testing
stage, simultaneously. Therefore, it keeps an open problem
of how to keep the edge structures of salient objects in an
accurate and efficient manner.
In this paper, we propose a simple yet effective
approach, i.e., Hierarchical and Interactive Refinement
Network (HIRN), for edge-preserving salient object detection,
in which the salient maps of edges and regions can be jointly
learned in an interactive way. Specifically, we design a novel
multi-stage and dual-path network to learn the salient maps of
edges and regions from the low-level and high-level feature
maps, respectively. At each stage, the estimated salient maps
of edges and regions are first learned from the predictions of
previous stage, and the newly generated salient maps of edges
and regions along with the low-level and high-level feature
maps are further fed into the next stage to refine the previous
predictions. In this way, the predicted salient edges and regions
can be consistently refined with the stage going on. Because
the network structure designed at each stage is simple enough,
our method can detect the salient objects in an accurate and
efficient manner. What’s more, a novel edge-guided inference
algorithm is introduced to further filter the salient regions
along the predicted edges. As a result, some small wrong
predictions besides the estimated edges will be effectively
repaired after this refinement procedure. In Fig. 1, we illustrate
some representative examples of our method, in which the
salient regions have strong responses at edges, and the salient
edges are semantic to salient objects. Extensive experimental
results on several benchmark datasets have shown that our
method achieves a significant improvement as compared with
a variety of state-of-the-art approaches.
The main contributions of this work can be highlighted as
follows:
•

•

We design a novel multi-stage and dual-path network to
jointly learn the salient edges and regions, in which the
region branch network and edge branch network can learn
from each other in an interactive manner.
We present a novel edge-guided inference algorithm to
further filter the salient regions along the estimated edges,

which is very effective and efficient to repair some small
wrong predictions in salient regions.
The following paragraphs of this paper are organized as
follows: Section II reviews some related works. In Section III,
we introduce our method in detail, including the multi-stage
and dual-path network and edge-guided inference algorithm.
The experimental results are presented in Section IV, and the
conclusion comes in Section V.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Because our method jointly learns the salient maps of edges
and regions in the training process, we briefly review two
lines of methods, i.e., salient object detection and salient edge
detection, in the following paragraphs.
A. Salient Object Detection
The traditional salient object detection methods [25], [26]
usually integrate different kinds of features and prior knowledge together to model the focused attention of human beings.
For example, Cheng et al. [27] introduced a region contrast
based algorithm to jointly consider the spatial coherence
across the nearby regions and the global contrast over the
entire image. In [28], Li et al. utilized the dense and sparse
reconstruction errors based on the background prior for salient
object detection. Different from these methods, researchers
recently focus on how to learn a salient mapping function
from the raw input images [9], [10] by using different deep
neural networks. In early works, this line of methods only
utilize deep features to predict the saliency scores of image
segments. For instance, Wang et al. [29] proposed two CNN
models to combine the local super-pixel estimation and global
proposal search for salient object detection. In [30], Li et al.
computed the saliency value of each super-pixel by extracting
its contextual CNN features. In the past few years, more works
focused on how to design an end-to-end network to learn
salient maps. For example, the skip connection [11], [13]
was extensively studied to fuse the low-level and high-level
feature maps, so as to improve the accuracy of predicted salient
regions. In [14], [16], [31], different recurrent structures were
designed to help reduce the prediction errors by iteratively
integrating the contextual information.
B. Salient Edge Detection
The traditional edge detectors, such as Canny [23] and
Laplacian [24], are designed based on gradient, therefore
the results will become very noisy when the input images
contain complex structures. In the past few years, a number of
deep learning based methods [32]–[34] have been developed
to extract rich features for salient edge detection. The first
line of methods try to design different network structures to
make full use of the low-level and high-level features in the
training process [35]. For example, Xie and Tu [36] designed a
holistically-nested edge detection network to learn hierarchical
features to tell the ambiguity between natural image edge and
object boundary detection. In [37], Yang et al. introduced an
encoder-decoder network to predict the contours of higherlevel objects. Besides, Shah et al. [38] designed a residual
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Fig. 2. Illustration of our multi-stage and dual-path network for salient object detection. Firstly, we extract the low-level and high-level feature maps from
a backbone network. Secondly, the initial salient maps of edges and regions are learned at the first stage from the resulting low-level and high-level feature
maps, respectively. Thirdly, the estimated salient maps of edges and regions are further fed into the subsequent stages to obtain the refined predictions. In such
a recursive manner, high-quality salient maps of edges and regions will be learned at the output layers.

structure to determine the precise object boundaries of medical
targets. The second line of methods aim to impose different
learning strategies and loss functions to guide the training
process. For instance, Shen et al. [39] proposed a novel
positive-sharing loss function to enable that each subclass can
share the same loss for the whole positive class. In [40],
Liu and Lew introduced a relaxed deep supervision signal by
merging the detection results of Canny and the general ground
truth to conduct the coarse-to-fine edge detection. Besides, He
et al. [41] designed the well-known focal loss which has been
widely used to enhance the responses at salient edges.
In order to extract more complementary information from
salient edge detection, a number of salient object detection
methods [19]–[21], [42] designed different network structures
to jointly estimate the salient maps of edges and regions.
Different from these existing approaches, our method can
detect salient objects in an accurate and efficient manner.
In particular, the accuracy is mainly kept by our multi-stage
and dual-path network structure, in which the salient maps of
edges and regions can be estimated in an interactive manner.
As a result, the predicted regions will become more accurate
by enhancing the weak responses at edges, while the predicted
edges will become more semantic by suppressing the false
positives in background. Because the network structure at
each stage and our edge-guided inference algorithm are simple
enough, the inference speed of our method can be significantly
boosted at the testing phase.
III. H IERARCHICAL AND I NTERACTIVE R EFINEMENT
N ETWORK
N
The training dataset is denoted by Y = {Xi , E∗i , Ri∗ }i=1
,
t
h
∗
w×h
where Xi indicates the i raw input image, Ei ∈ R
and
Ri∗ ∈ Rw×h represent the corresponding labels of salient edges
and regions which are in width of w and height of h, and
N denotes the number of training samples. Our goal is to

TABLE I
T HE D ETAILED N ETWORK S TRUCTURE AT E ACH S TAGE , IN W HICH
‘C ONV ’ M EANS THE N ORMAL C ONVOLUTION L AYER , ‘BN’ D ENOTES
THE B ATCH N ORMALIZATION L AYER AND ‘PR E LU’ I NDICATES
THE PARAMETRIC R ECTIFIED L INEAR U NIT

learn an edge-preserving salient mapping function from input
images, so as to generate a set of high-quality salient region
maps which have strong responses at the edges of salient
objects. To achieve this goal, we design a novel multi-stage
and dual-path network and present an effective edge-guided
inference algorithm to enhance the responses of weak edges
in the corresponding salient region masks. In the following
paragraphs, we will introduce our multi-stage and dual-path
network and edge-guided inference algorithm in detail.
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A. Multi-Stage and Dual-Path Network
Our multi-stage and dual-path network aims to jointly learn
the salient maps of edges and regions from input images, so as
to enhance the edge structures of salient objects. As shown
in Fig. 2, the network structure is first split into the edge
branch and region branch, in which the two branch networks
are designed in the same structure but do not share any
parameter in the training process .1 Each branch network is in
a recursive prediction structure, which can consistently refine
the predictions over the successive stages. At the first stage,
the edge branch network predicts the salient edge maps from
the low-level feature maps, and the region branch network
estimates the salient region maps from the high-level feature
maps, respectively. Once the salient maps of edges and regions
are predicted at the first stage, we concatenate them together to
generate a new salient region map which has a strong response
at edges. Afterwards, the newly generated salient map along
with the low-level and high-level feature maps are further fed
into the next stage to predict better salient maps of edges and
regions. With the stage going on, high-quality salient maps of
edges and regions will be produced at the output layers. As a
result, the final salient regions will have strong responses at
edges, and the final salient edges will be semantic to salient
objects.
The structure of our multi-stage and dual-path network is
summarized in Table I, which is mainly consisted of the
normal convolutional layer, batch normalization layer [43],
parametric rectified linear unit [44], and sigmoid layer. In particular, the network structure at first stage is different from that
at the rest ones. The difference between two kinds of network
structures is concluded as follows: (1) The depth at first stage
is shallower than that at the rest ones. Because the first stage
merely takes the low-level feature maps and the high-level
feature maps as input, while the rest stages jointly take the
low-level feature maps, the high-level feature maps and the
previous salient predictions as input. As a result, the rest
stages need a more complex network structure to process more
information. (2) The convolutional kernel size used at the first
stage is smaller than those used at the rest ones. On one hand,
the first stage network takes three 3 × 3 convolutional layers
to obtain a 7 × 7 receptive field, which can introduce more
batch normalization layers and parametric rectified linear units
to increase network non-linearity. On the other hand, when
one convolutional layer with a large kernel size has the same
receptive field as several convolutional layers with a small
kernel size, it will be much easier to accelerate one large
convolutional operation rather than several small convolutional
operations [45]. Because any n ×n convolution can be accelerated by a 1 × n convolution and a n × 1 convolution, in which
the savings of computational cost will increase dramatically
as n grows. As a result, we use one 7 × 7 convolutional
kernel to replace three 3 × 3 convolutional kernels in the

1 The salient edges are learned from low-level feature maps and the salient
regions are learned from high-level feature maps, therefore the two branch
networks do not share parameters in the training process.

Fig. 3. Illustration of our fusion network, which is a very simple network
with three convolutional layers. Specifically, our fusion network takes the
intermediate salient predictions as input, and fuse them to generate a highquality salient mask which can better represent the salient objects in the input
image.

recursive structure, which can run 1.3 2 times faster in each
forward propagation during both training and testing. In other
words, the network structures at all stages are friendly to both
accuracy and efficiency. Finally, the convolutional layers with
a kernel in size of 1 × 1 × 1 and sigmoid layers are introduced
to fuse the input feature maps and obtain a set of heat maps
to represent the salient edges and regions at the output layers.
In order to boost the final salient object detection results,
we can take one of these well-known networks as backbone,
such as VGG16 [46], ResNet50 [47] and ResNext101 [48],
to extract the low-level and high-level feature maps from input
images. Specifically, different scales of feature maps, namely
1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16 and 1/32 of the size of input image, can
be obtained in the down-sampling process. As done in [16],
we further apply the bilinear interpolation operation to rescale all these feature maps to half of the size of input image.
Then, the first three scales of feature maps are concatenated
to generate the low-level feature maps Li , and the last two
scales of feature maps are concatenated to generate the highlevel feature maps Hi . The salient maps of edges and regions
at the first stage can be represented by E1i = ψe1 (Li ) and
Ri1 = ψr1 (Hi ) by feeding Li and Hi as inputs, where ψe1 (·)
and ψr1 (·) denote the salient edge mapping function and salient
region mapping function at the first stage, respectively. At each
subsequent stage, the predictions of edges and regions in
the previous stage, along with the low-level and high-level
feature maps, will be concatenated together and further taken
to refine the previous predictions. The recursive process can
be formulated as follows:
Eti = ψet (Li , Eti −1 , Rit −1 ), ∀t > 1,
Rit

=

ψrt (Hi , Eti −1 , Rit −1 ),

∀t > 1,

(1)
(2)

where ψet (·) and ψrt (·) represent the salient edge mapping
function and salient region mapping function at stage t,
respectively. Besides, the Eti −1 and Rit −1 denote the resulting
salient maps of edges and regions at stage t − 1, respectively.
As the salient maps of edges and regions are learned in an
interactive manner, the state-of-the-art performance will be
soon achieved after a few of interaction stages.
Because the salient maps of edges and regions can be
jointly predicted at each stage, our multi-stage and dual-path
2 In particular, one convolution layer with 7 × 7 kernel can run
3×(1×3+3×1)
= 1.3 times faster than that of three convolution layers with
1×7+7×1

3 × 3 kernels.
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TABLE II
P RECISION OF O UR M ETHOD W ITH D IFFERENT BACKBONE N ETWORKS , IN W HICH THE F IRST AND S ECOND ROW S HOW THE E VALUATION R ESULTS OF
E DGES AND R EGIONS ON THE F IVE B ENCHMARK D ATASETS , R ESPECTIVELY

network will produce a set of salient maps Ei = {E1i , · · · , EiT }
and Ri = {Ri1 , · · · , RiT } in the training process. In general,
the quality of salient maps of edges and regions could be
consistently improved with the stage going on, therefore one
alternative approach is to directly take the predictions at last
stage as the final results. What’s different, we design another
two simple fusion networks to fuse the edge and region
predictions at each stage, which can achieve better results at
the output layers. The resulting salient maps of edges and
regions can be simply formulated as follows:
E0i = ϕe0 (E1i , · · · , EiT ),

(3)

Ri0

(4)

=

ϕr0 (Ri1 , · · ·

, RiT ),

where ϕe0 (·) and ϕr0 (·) represent the mapping functions of
our salient edge fusion network and salient region fusion
network, respectively. The two fusion networks are also in
the same structure but do not share any parameter in the
training process. As shown in Fig. 3, our fusion network is
a simple three-layered CNN, in which: The first convolutional
layer has a kernel in size of 3 × 3 and 64 channels, which
is designed to include more local information in a small
neighborhood. The size of second convolutional layer is in
shape of 1 × 1 × 64, which is designed to weight the pixels
across different channels. The third convolutional layer is in
shape of 1×1×1, which is designed to generate the final salient
maps of edge or region. Finally, a sigmoid layer is introduced
to normalize the response in range of [0, 1]. In practice, we can
train the two fusion networks, as well as our multi-stage
and dual-path network in an end-to-end manner. As a result,
the high-quality salient maps of edges and regions can be
directly produced at the output layers, in which we can simply
set a threshold to segment all the salient objects out from the
input images.
Up to now, we can learn the salient maps of edges and
regions under the supervision of ground truth at each stage.
In particular, we introduce two weighted L2 loss functions to
minimize the regression errors between the predictions and
ground truths, which are defined as follows:
 
K σ (x − y)Eti (x) − E∗i (y)2F , ∀t ≥ 0, (5)
Eit =
x∈Eti y∈Nx

Rti

=

 

K σ (x −

y)Rit (x) − Ri∗ (y)2F ,

∀t ≥ 0,

(6)

x∈Rit y∈Nx

where K σ (x − y) represents a truncated Gaussian kernel with
the standard deviation of σ , which can be formulated as

Fig. 4. Illustration of how our edge-guided inference algorithm works. Firstly,
the salient maps of edges and regions are refined by a simple binarization filter,
as shown in (b) and (c). Secondly, the edge-guided filter is used to refine the
salient regions along the predicted edges, as shown in (d). As shown in (e),
some small wrong estimations along the predicted edges will be effectively
repaired after this refinement procedure.

follows:

⎧
2
⎨ √ 1 exp(− |x − y| ), i f |x − y| ≤ ρ,
2
K σ (x − y) =
2σ
⎩ 2πσ
0,
else.,
(7)

where ρ indicates the radius of a small local neighborhood
Nx , which is centered at the point of x. The advantage of
our weighted L2 loss function over the traditional one is that
it considers more local information in solving the regression
problem, therefore the resulting salient maps will become more
robust to some wrong annotations.
Finally, we extend our weighted L2 loss function into all the
training samples and all the network stages, then the overall
objective function can be formulated as follows:

1
Eit + Rti .
N × (T + 1)
N

J =

T

(8)

i=1 t =0

In the training process, we take Pytorch [49] to optimize the
overall objective function by using the Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD) algorithm, in which all the computations
of gradients can be efficiently implemented by automatic
differentiation techniques.
B. Edge-Guided Inference Algorithm
The overall inference process is concluded in Algorithm 1,
in which the whole algorithm can be easily implemented in
the binarization filtering and edge-guided filtering steps.
Because the false positives on non-salient regions often have
smaller responses than the true positives on salient regions,
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Fig. 5. Evaluation of the improvements by edge branch network on the five benchmark datasets, respectively. In particular, we take ResNeXt101 as backbone
network and use three stages to achieve the best results in this experiment.

Algorithm 1 Edge-Guided Inference Algorithm

as shown in Fig. 4 (d), in which each rectangle box Bk shares
the same center with predicted edges, meanwhile satisfying
Bk−1 ∩Bk = ∅, B1 ∩B K = ∅. As a consequence, the predicted
edges will divide each rectangle box into two disjoint parts
Bk = {Bk1 , Bk2 }, in which the salient and non-salient regions
usually occupy different sizes in each part. If the area of salient
region is larger than that of the non-salient region, there is
a large probability that the whole part represents the salient
region, and vice versa. Based on this observation, we can
further filter each pixel (x, y) in Blk as follows:

1, i f ηlk > 1,
(9)
Blk (x, y) =
0, else.,
where ηlk =

A(Blk =1)
A(Blk =0)

represents the area ratio between salient

region and non-salient region in the l t h part of the k t h rectangle
box, with l = 1 or l = 2. As shown in Fig. 4 (e), the final
salient region can be significantly improved as compared
with the original one. Most of the existing methods usually
apply the Conditional Random Field (CRF) [50] as a post
processing algorithm, which can also achieve similar results
as our method. However, it should be noticed that the inference
speed of our method is faster, because we just do such filtering
operations along the predicted edges, while these CRF based
algorithms need to compare the pairwise relationship in the
whole image domain or a small neighborhood.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
A. Settings

we can simply apply two thresholds ϑ1 and ϑ2 to divide the
resulting maps into non-salient and salient parts, as shown in
number 4 to number 16, at the binarization filtering step.
At the edge-guided filtering step, we continue to filter the
salient regions along the refined edges, which is introduced
in the following paragraph.
In practice, the final salient maps of regions may still contain
some small wrong predictions along the predicted edges, such
as points A, B, C and D in Fig. 4 (a). In order to correct
these small errors, we first generate a set of non-overlapping
K
to cover the predicted edges,
rectangle boxes B = {Bk }k=1

1) Dataset: We use the DUTS dataset [9] to train our
network, it is a latest released challenging dataset which
is consisted of 10,553 training images and 5,019 testing
images. As indicated in [51], a good salient object detection
model should work well over almost all datasets, therefore
we also evaluate our model on the other four datasets,
i.e., the ECSSD [52], SOD [53], DUT-OMRON [54] and
HKU-IS [30], which are consisted of 1,000, 300, 5,168 and
4,447 natural images, respectively.
To train our network, we require the annotations of both
salient edges and regions as ground truth. However, the existing datasets can only provide the ground truth of regions.
As a result, we need to generate the ground truth of edges
by ourselves. The salient edge masks can be easily obtained
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TABLE III
P RECISION OF O UR M ETHOD AT D IFFERENT S TAGES , IN W HICH THE F IRST AND S ECOND ROW R EPRESENT THE E VALUATION R ESULTS OF E DGES AND
R EGIONS ON THE F IVE B ENCHMARK D ATASETS , R ESPECTIVELY

from the salient region masks by using an off-the-shelf edge
detector. Our approach is very simple and effective, which
can be conducted in the following two steps: (1) Generate the
edge mask annotations from the ground truth of region masks
by using the Canny [23] edge detector; (2) Extend the width
of each edge mask annotation into five pixels wide along the
horizontal direction.
2) Implementation: The hardware environment is a PC with
Intel Core CPUs 3.4 GHz, 32 GB memory and NVIDIA GTX
1080Ti GPU. We use the SGD algorithm to optimize the
parameters of our network, in which the batch size is set to be
10, the learning rate is 0.01 and decreases by a factor of 0.1 at
every two epochs. In the training process, we randomly crop
300 × 300 from input images, and follow a random horizontal
flipping for data augmentation. The training process is finished
after six epochs. Besides, we set the hyper parameters ρ = 3,
σ = 0.01, ϑ1 = 0.4 and ϑ2 = 0.15 in all the experiments.
If not specified, we set T = 3 in the following experiments.
3) Evaluation: As done in most of the existing methods,
we also use the F-measure score (Fβ ), weighted F-measure
score (Fβw ) [55], and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) to quantitatively evaluate the results of different approaches, which are
defined as follows:
(1 + β 2 )Precision × Recall
,
(10)
Fβ =
β 2 Precision + Recall
(1 + β 2 )Precisionw × Recallw
Fβw =
,
(11)
β 2 Precisionw + Recallw
w h
1 
MAE =
|M(i, j ) − M∗ (i, j )|,
(12)
w×h
i=1 j =1

where M = E or M = R represents the estimated salient
mask of edge or region, and M∗ = E∗ or M∗ = R∗ indicates
the corresponding ground truth of edge or region. For fair
comparison, we set β 2 = 0.3 as in [16] in all the evaluations.
In general, a better salient object detection model should have
a larger Fβ and Fβw , and a smaller MAE at the testing stage.
Besides, the Area Under the Curve (AUC) and the Precision
Recal (PR) curve are also introduced to compare our method
with the state-of-the-art approaches.
B. Ablation Study
1) Results With Different Backbones: Firstly, we evaluate
the results of our method by using different backbone networks, as shown in Table II, in which the first row represents

Fig. 6. Visualization of the salient edge masks obtained by four different
methods, in which the first column shows two input images, the second
column illustrates the corresponding ground truth, and the third column
denotes the results of our method, and the fourth to sixth columns indicate
the results of the other three approaches.

the evaluation results of salient edges and the second row
indicates the evaluation results of salient regions. In general,
the representation capability of ResNeXt101 [48] is stronger
than that of ResNet50 [47], and the representation capability
of ResNet50 is stronger than that of VGG16 [46]. As a
result, our method achieves its best performance when the
ResNeXt101 is chosen as our backbone network, which is
about 2.0% and 1.5% better in Fβ , 3.08% and 1.8% better in
Fβw , 2.4% and 1.0% better in MAE, than the corresponding
edge and region results achieved by using the VGG16 as our
backbone network, respectively. Besides, we can see that the
final results achieved by ResNet50 and ResNeXt101 are very
close to each other, in which the difference is only about
0.65% and 0.3% in Fβ , 0.84% and 0.52% better in Fβw , 0.45%
and 0.1% better in MAE, on the salient edges and regions,
respectively. This phenomenon indicates that the performance
of our method will become very robust when the representation
capability of backbone network is strong enough.
2) Results at Different Stages: Secondly, we evaluate the
results of our method achieved at different stages, as shown
in Table III, in which we separately set T = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 to
evaluate the results at each stages and take ResNeXt101 as
backbone network in this set of experiments. Because our
method designs a novel multi-stage and dual-path network to
refine the previous predictions, the quality of salient edges and
regions can be consistently improved with the stage going on.
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TABLE IV
P RECISION OF O UR M ETHOD BY U SING D IFFERENT C HOICES IN G ENERATING THE H IGH -L EVEL F EATURE M AP AND L OW-L EVEL F EATURE M AP FOR
S ALIENT O BJECT D ETECTION

TABLE V
P RECISION OF O UR M ETHOD W ITH D IFFERENT T HRESHOLDS . F OR S IM PLICITY, W E TAKE R ES N E X T 101 AS B ACKBONE N ETWORK TO G EN ERATE THE S ALIENT M APS OF E DGES AND R EGIONS ON THE
ECSSD D ATASET

For example, the results of edges and regions at stage 3 are
about 1.5% and 1.2% better in Fβ , 1.5% and 1.44% better in
Fβw , 0.85% and 0.93% better in MAE than the corresponding
results at stage 2, and the difference between stage 3 and
stage 1 are much larger than that between stage 3 and stage 2.
What’s more, we find that the best performance of our method
comes at stage 3, in which the edge and region information
are only fused twice in the training process. From the result,
we can find that: (1) The multi-stage and dual-path network
is benefit to refine the salient maps of edges and regions in an
interactive manner; and (2) The inference speed of our network
will be very fast, because it just takes three stages to achieve
its best performance.
3) Results by Edge Branch Network: Thirdly, we evaluate how much the edge branch network can improve the
final results, as shown in Fig. 5, in which we also take
ResNeXt101 as our backbone network for simplicity. In particular, there are two groups of experiments in this evaluation,
in which the first ones use the edge branch network in the
training process, while the second ones do not use the edge
branch network in the training process. For this purpose,
we remove all the edge structures to get rid of its contribution
to the final performance. From the results, we can find that all
Fβ , Fβw and MAE are significantly improved by introducing
the edge branch network in the training process, which are
about 3.08% in Fβ , 4.98% better in Fβw , and 1.9% better in
MAE by introducing the edge branch network to help detect
salient objects from input images. The improvement indicates
that it is important to use the edge branch network to help the
region branch network in dealing with the blurred edges.
4) Results With Different Thresholds: Fourthly, we evaluate
how much different thresholds ϑ1 and ϑ2 can effect the

final results, as shown in Table V, in which we still take
ResNeXt101 as our backbone network to extract the lowlevel and high-level features from input images. For simplicity,
we simply evaluate the results on the ECSSD dataset, in which
we only change one parameter and keep the other one fixed in
each group of experiments. In particular, we vary ϑ1 from 0.2
to 0.6 and keep ϑ2 = 0.15 in the first group of experiments,
and vary ϑ2 from 0.1 to 0.25 and ϑ1 = 0.4 in the second
group of experiments. From the results, we can see that: (1)
Our method achieves its best performance when ϑ1 is set to
be 0.4 and ϑ2 is set to be 0.15, respectively; (2) There is
a large interval for our method to maintain a relative high
performance, which indicates that the final performance is very
robust to the threshold setting. The underling reason is that the
responses on salient edges and regions are around 1, while the
responses on non-salient edges and regions are around 0. As a
result, it is very easy to choose two different thresholds to
segment the salient edges and regions from input images.
5) Results of Different Feature Maps: Fifthly, we evaluate
how different choices of low-level feature map and highlevel feature map effect the final results. For fair comparison
with R3 Net [16], we choose the first three scales of feature
maps as the low-level feature map, and the last two scales of
feature maps as the high-level feature map in our experiments.
To generate high-quality salient edges and regions at the
output layers, the low-level feature map should contain more
details about the edges and textures, while the high-level
feature map should be more semantic to object’s locations
and types. Therefore, we design three different experiments to
explore whether our method is sensitive to the choice of lowlevel feature map and high-level feature map, in which the
ResNeXt10 is chosen as our backbone network for simplicity.
The results are shown in Table IV, in which the number
{s|s = 1, 2, · · · , 5.} in bold denotes the feature map in the
1
2s scale of input image. From these results, we find that: (1)
If the low-level feature map includes more high-level patterns,
it will become more difficult to estimate accurate salient edges
at the output layer; and (2) If the high-level feature map
contains more low-level patterns, there will be much more
false positives in the non-salient regions. In other words, it may
be an optimal choice to take the first three scales of feature
maps as the low-level feature map, and the last two scales of
feature maps as the high-level feature map in estimating the
salient edges and regions, simultaneously.
6) Results of Different Loss Functions: Sixthly, we evaluate
how much the weighted L2 loss function improves the final
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TABLE VI
P RECISION OF O UR M ETHOD ON THE F IVE B ENCHMARK D ATASETS , IN W HICH D IFFERENT L OSS F UNCTIONS A RE I NTRODUCED TO S UPERVISE THE
T RAINING P ROCESS

Fig. 7. Comparison of ten different methods on five different datasets by using the PR curve, in which the first to fifth columns represent the evaluations
on the DUTS, ECSSD, SOD, HKU-IS and DUT-OMRON datasets, respectively.

Fig. 8. Comparisons of ten different methods on five datasets by using the
AUC value. In particular, the x axis represents the results on different datasets,
and the y axis indicates the results of different methods.
TABLE VII
A CCURACY AND E FFICIENCY OF O UR M ETHOD U SING F EATURE M APS
W ITH D IFFERENT R ESOLUTIONS . F OR S IMPLICITY, W E O NLY E VAL UATE THE R ESULTS ON THE DUTS D ATASET

results. The mainstream approaches usually take the L2 loss
function to supervise the training process. The difference

between two loss functions is that our weighted L2 loss
function considers more local information in regressing the
salient edges and regions, therefore it will perform more
robust when some wrong annotations exist in the ground
truth. To verify the above understanding, we design two extra
experiments by using our weighted L2 loss function and the
traditional L2 loss function to supervise the training process,
in which the ResNeXt10 is chosen as our backbone network to
extract the low-level and high-level feature maps from input
images. The results are shown in Table VI, from which we
can see that our weighted L2 loss function outperforms the
traditional L2 loss function by a little margin. There may
be two reasons that lead to the insignificant improvement of
our weighted L2 loss function over the traditional L2 loss
function. In particular, (1) The annotation of DUTS training
set is reliable enough, therefore it may not matter the final
results by whether using the local information or not; and (2)
The representation capability of our multi-stage and dual-path
network is strong enough, which is easy to obtain a desirable
local optimal solution in the training process. It should be
noticed that: Because the relative improvement is very small,
we do not claim our weighted L2 loss function as a contribution in this work.
7) Results of Different Resolutions: Finally, we evaluate
how different resolutions of feature maps can effect the final
results. For fair comparison with R3 Net [16], all the feature
maps are resized to half of the input size. In fact, the resolution
of feature map matters the salient object detection in both of
accuracy and efficiency. We vary the resolution of feature map
to 1, 1/2, 1/4 and 1/8 of the input size, so as to see how the
accuracy and efficiency changes in this set of experiments. The
results are shown in Table VII, in which the first row indicates
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TABLE VIII
C OMPARISON R ESULTS W ITH D IFFERENT S TATE - OF - THE -A RT A PPROACHES ON THE F IVE B ENCHMARK D ATASETS , R ESPECTIVELY. I N PARTICULAR ,
W E C OMPARE W ITH THE C OMPETITORS BY C HOOSING D IFFERENT N ETWORK S TRUCTURES AS BACKBONE , IN W HICH THE B EST R ESULTS A RE
D ENOTED IN B OLD B LACK , AND ‘−’ M EANS T HEY D O N OT R EPORT THE C ORRESPONDING R ESULT

TABLE IX
C OMPARISON OF THE E DGE -BASED A PPROACHES ON THE F IVE D ATASETS , R ESPECTIVELY. F OR FAIR C OMPARISON , W E C HOOSE VGG16 AS BACKBONE
N ETWORK , IN W HICH ‘−’ M EANS T HEY D O N OT R EPORT R ESULTS ON THE C ORRESPONDING D ATASET. F OR C LARITY, THE B EST R ESULTS A RE
D ENOTED IN B OLD B LACK

the results of edges and the second row shows the results
of regions. Besides, we take ResNeXt101 as our backbone
network to extract the low-level and high-level features from
input images. From the results, we can find that: (1) The
accuracy is decreased when the feature maps are chosen in too
large or in too small size. The reason is that: when the feature
maps are chosen too large, the depth at each stage needs to
be increased to obtain a large receptive field; when the feature
maps are chosen too small, more useful information will be
lost in the input feature maps. (2) As the resolution of feature
maps increases, the inference speed slows down. It should
be also noticed that the attenuation of inference speed is not
particularly large, because the backbone network is much more
complex than our multi-stage and dual-path network.
C. Comparison Result
1) Comparison in Accuracy: Firstly, we compare our
method with a number of state-of-the-art approaches, including
the ELD [67], DHS [14], RFCN [31], DCL [68], DSS [51],

UCF [69], AMU [11], WSS [9], MSR [70], NLDF [56],
SRM [64], PiCANet [57], C2S [71], RAS [58], BRN [12],
R3 Net [16], PAGRN [72], PAGENet [60], DNA [61],
TSPOANet [62], ASNet [59], CPD [22], PoolNet [63],
AFNet [10], BASNet [19], EGNet [20], MLM [65], SAN [42]
and BANet [66], in the past four years. Specifically, we divide
these methods into two different lines, i.e., the ones with using
edge refinement and the ones without using edge refinement,
which are introduced in the following paragraphs.
Firstly, we compare our method with these approaches
which do not use any edge refinement mechanism in their
network structures. In practice, these methods usually apply
different backbone networks, such as VGG16 and ResNet50,
to extract features from the raw input images, therefore we
need to compare with them by using different backbone
networks, respectively. As shown in Table VIII, we report
two kinds of results, i.e., “HIRN” and “HIRN+”, in which
“HIRN” denotes the results directly output by our multi-stage
and dual-path network, and “HIRN+” indicates the results
further refined by our edge-guided inference algorithm. From
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Fig. 9. Visualization of the salient masks obtained by different state-of-the-art methods. For fair comparison, we directly download these salient masks
from their homepages. In particular, the first column shows input images, the second column illustrates the corresponding ground truth, and the third column
denotes the results of our method, and the fourth to ninth columns indicate the results obtained by other approaches.

Fig. 10. Comparisons of different methods in inference speed, in which
all of these methods choose the VGG16 as backbone network and evaluate
the corresponding speed on the NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti GPU. What’s more,
we directly copy the results from their papers for fair comparison.

the results, we can find that: (1) The previous best results
are achieved by DNA, and our HIRN performs closely to
it when VGG16 is chosen as backbone network, while our
HIRN outperforms it by a large margin when ResNet50 is
chosen as backbone network. (2) We reproduce the results of
R3 Net by running their source code, because they also estimate
the salient masks by using a multi-stage refinement network.
It can be seen that our method outperforms it about 2.4%
in Fβ , and 1.7% in MAE, with the help of our edge branch
network. (3) The results can be further improved by our edgeguided inference algorithm. No matter we use the VGG16 or
ResNet50 as backbone network, the improvements are always
kept about 0.5% in Fβ , and 0.3% in MAE, which is relative
small but very consistent on all the five datasets. As a result,
we can say that our multi-stage and dual-path network along
with the edge-guided inference algorithm are very effective to
boost the final results of salient object detection.

Secondly, we compare our method with several approaches
which also improves the salient object detection results by
designing different edge refinement mechanisms. For fair
comparison, we choose VGG16 as our backbone network
when compare with these approaches. Besides, we do not use
the edge-guided inference algorithm in this comparison, due to
all these methods directly take the network’s outputs as their
final results. The results are shown in Table IX, in which our
method achieves a very promising result as compared with
its competitors. For example, our method only lags behind
the BASNet [19] about 0.4% in Fβ and 0.4% in MAE on
the ECSSD dataset. However, our method can outperform it
by a large margin on the other four datasets. For example,
our method exceeds it about 2.5% in Fβ and 2.9% in MAE
on the SOD dataset. What’s more, we also notice that our
method outperforms the other four methods on all the five
datasets. The underling reason is that our multi-stage and
dual-path network estimates the salient maps of edges and
regions in an interactive manner, which can obtain a significant
improvement only after a few stages of interaction.
Thirdly, we compare our method with some of the above
approaches by using both the PR curve and AUC value. For
fair comparison, we directly download the salient masks of
these methods from a third party website ,3 in which they
obtained different results by running the official source codes.
In particular, the PR curves are shown in Fig. 7, and the AUC
values are compared in Fig. 8. From these results, we can find
that: (1) In terms of the PR curve, our method achieves the
best performance on all the five datasets; and (2) In terms of
the AUC value, our method obtains the results in the range of
3 The link of this website is: https://github.com/ArcherFMY/sal_eval_toolbox
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[0.921, 0.980]. In the practical use, if the AUC value is in the
range of [0.85, 0.95], the corresponding classifier can usually
achieve satisfactory results. As compared with the other nine
approaches in AUC, our method achieves three best results
on three of the five datasets. For the AUC performances on
different datasets, our method achieves the lowest result on the
SOD dataset, and the highest result is obtained on the HKU-IS
dataset.
2) Visualization of Salient Maps: Secondly, we compare the
resulting salient maps of edges and regions by our method
with the ones achieved by the other approaches. It should be
noticed that we directly download these salient masks from
their official homepages. The results are shown in Fig. 6 and
Fig. 9, in which our method can achieve better results than
all of its competitors. For fair comparison, our edge-guided
inference algorithm is not used to refine the salient maps of
edges. From the results, we can find that: (1) The salient
region maps generated by our method have stronger responses
at edges, which is effective to preserve the edge structures of
salient objects; and (2) The salient edge maps generated by our
method are more semantic to salient objects, which is effective
to screen out the false positives on the non-salient regions,
as compared with the other state-of-the-art approaches. The
two abilities of our multi-stage and dual-path network are very
critical to salient object detection, because both the salient
masks of edges and regions can be improved in an interactive
manner. In fact, this is the underling reason why we design
a multi-stage and dual-path network to learn salient maps of
edges and regions, simultaneously.
3) Speed of Training and Testing: Finally, we compare
the speed of our method with the other seven state-of-theart approaches in salient object detection. The results are
shown in Fig. 10, in which all these methods take VGG16 as
their backbone networks for fair comparison. In particular, our
method takes about 2 hours to complete the training process
in six epochs. When the batch size is set to be 10, our multistage and dual-path network takes about 7 GB memories
in the training process. In the testing phase, it only takes
0.022 second to produce a salient map for a 300 × 300 input
image, which is very competitive as compared with the other
seven methods. In particular, there are three main reasons to
make our method faster than its competitors: (1) The network
structure designed at each stage is simple enough, which is
very efficient to run a forward propagation. (2) The input size
to each stage network is 150 × 150, therefore the inference
speed will be much faster than that when we take the inputs
in size of 300×300. It should be also noticed that the memory
consumption will be increased, and the inference speed will be
slower, when the resolution of input to each stage is enlarged
in our multi-stage and dual-path network. (3) Our multi-stage
and dual-path network achieves its best performance at stage
3, therefore we can get rid of stage 4 in both the training and
testing phases.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a simple yet effective Hierarchical
and Interactive Refinement Network to preserve the salient
edge structures for salient object detection. In particular, our

contribution mainly comes from the following two aspects:
(1) A novel multi-stage and dual-path network is designed
to jointly estimate the salient edges and regions from input
images, in which the edge branch network and region branch
network can learn from each other in an interactive manner. (2)
A novel edge-guided inference algorithm is designed to further
improve the resulting salient regions along the predicted edges,
in which some small wrong estimations besides the predicted
edges can be repaired after this procedure. Extensive experimental results on several benchmark datasets show that our
method is superior than most of the state-of-the-art approaches
in salient object detection.
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